
CAN DO CREATIVES - Kooj Chuhan - SESSION PLAN 

Digital Photography and Media using mobile phones session:  

 

1. Digital presentations at the end of the course - options and requirements 

2. Recording Audio 

3. Photography using a mobile phone to achieve close to professional results 

4. Extra tips for video 

 

- - - - - 

 

1. Digital presentations at the end of the course 

You will each have a profile page on the CAN website. 

Each person will have some images (maximum 4) of which one will be the heading image. 

There will be the opportunity for up to 14 of you to come to CAN either in early December or early January 

to film a profile statement about yourself in a studio set up with professional lighting and sound. A photo 

portrait of yourself can also be taken at the same time. 

Alternatively, you can record your own profile statement on your mobile phone using the ASR Voice 

Recorder app (see below) and email it to us with a set of images to create a video slideshow with your 

voice-over. 

There will also be an online launch event on 26th January, with an MC and a special guest speaker - John 

McGrath the director of MIF (!), at which hopefully a few of you can have the opportunity to speak as well. 

We will webcast a video of edited excerpts of everyone's statements at this event. 

 

 

2. Recording Audio 

Download ASR Voice Recorder for Android https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.nll.asr . 

(For iPhone try Awesome Voice Recorder https://apps.apple.com/us/app/awesome-voice-

recorder/id892208399 set it to the highest quality, minimum 44,100 kHz and highest bitrate if possible). 

This is easy to use, but there is one setting you should change before you record something. To make a 

recording high quality, change the bitrate to minimum 256 kb/s:  Settings > Recording > Bitrate.  

 

             

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.nll.asr&hl=en_GB
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/awesome-voice-recorder/id892208399
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/awesome-voice-recorder/id892208399


             
 

Make sure you are in a quiet room without any clock ticking, sound of a fridge humming, loud traffic 

outside the window or anything else.  

Have your phone between 6 and 10 inches away from your mouth, slightly to the side so that it doesn't 

catch the sound of your breath.  

Also be careful to hold it in a relaxed grip that stays steady so that there is minimum noise from your 

handling of the phone.  

Ideally prop the phone up somewhere or put it on a tripod instead of holding it on your hands.  

 

3. Photography using a mobile phone to achieve close to professional results 

 

This is a fantastic resource: 

MOBILE JOURNALISM MANUAL  https://www.mojo-manual.org/ 

 

Also check online tips on photography like this one:  

https://thesmartphonephotographer.com/15-tips-for-taking-amazing-photos/ 

 

Brief chat / discussion: 

WHAT IS A GOOD PHOTOGRAPH? 

WHO MAKES A GOOD PHOTOGRAPHER? 

Look at photographs. Pick one you like, ask yourself what makes it good and how it was created. 

 

We'll talk about lots of detail soon, just always remember the three key things: 

 LIGHTING 

 FOCUS 

 COMPOSITION 

 

Basic points: 

1. Normally position your phone in 'landscape' horizontal aspect, use 'portrait' vertical when you definitely 

want it to be vertical. 

2. Always use the back lens, NOT the front 'selfie' lens. 

https://www.mojo-manual.org/
https://thesmartphonephotographer.com/15-tips-for-taking-amazing-photos/


 

Stabilisation and tripods: 

 

You will need a tripod clamp-mount for a mobile phone. 

Eg: https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B077M2QH88/  

This one has a 'cold shoe' mount on to which can be used to attach a video microphone. 

 

Tripod - heavier weight is better, the cheaper ones have jerky panning and tilting which are 

bad for video but generally any tripod is ok for photography.  

Velbon are usually quite good, look on Ebay for deals. 

Super-cheap but can work OK: Mini tripod or a Mini-clamping tripod (eg. Joby Gorillapod) 

 

Understanding 'Resolution' or image size. 

What does 'resolution' mean? In practice for us, it mainly means the image size measured in horizontal 

pixels x vertical pixels. If it is for printing, we also need to know how dense we want the pixels to be to print 

something so that it looks smooth, clear and sharp. For taking photos of your work keep this image size at 

the maximum. 

 
 

Understanding compression and noise. 

Different kinds of Compression are various ways which the computer can reduce the size of an image (or 

anything) and maintain as much quality as possible or that may be acceptable for a particular purpose. 

More compression = less quality. For your own archive of images showing your work, keep compression to 

a minimum (=maximum quality). 

 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B077M2QH88/


 

 
 

Mobile camera apps for photography: 

 

The stock camera app is usually good but may not have finer adjustments. iPhone apps are fine. 

The Open Camera app is good and professional for Android. The manual for this is at 

https://opencamera.org.uk/help.html

 
 

I recommend using the 'DRO' mode - see the manual to understand more about dynamic range. To set this, 

use the 3 dots to access the quick settings - including for setting the resolution. 

 

Visual operation: 

 

 Light and exposure - in a camera this is controlled by 3 things: 

o Shutter 'speed' - for photography we need to keep this at 1/100 seconds or shorter ('faster'), to 

make sure there is no camera movement. If the lighting is low you might manage longer 

('slower') even 1/60 secs if the subject is not moving and you hold your hands very still. With a 

tripod you can have even longer. https://thesmartphonephotographer.com/mobile-camera-

shutter-speed/ 

https://opencamera.org.uk/help.html
https://opencamera.org.uk/help.html
https://thesmartphonephotographer.com/mobile-camera-shutter-speed/
https://thesmartphonephotographer.com/mobile-camera-shutter-speed/


o Aperture is the small hole that lets the light rays from the image into the camera - we are stuck 

with only a single aperture setting on a mobile phone. A good smartphone will have a low 

(wide) aperture maybe f2.8 or less, f.2.0 or less is great. (lower number = bigger aperture).  If 

you are buying a phone try and get a low aperture and a large image sensor in your camera. 

(See https://thesmartphonephotographer.com/smartphone-aperture/ ) 

o ISO Sensitivity / Gain (signal boost).  Too much boost (going over 800) can make the picture 

'noisy' with horrible grain in the image. 

o Quick method to fix the exposure you want separate to the focus with the Open Camera app: 

tap an area you want exposed well then tap the exposure lock, then tap the area you want to 

be in focus. 

 

 
 

 Focus - keep this fixed on your subject, automatic focus sometimes focuses on something else. Tap the 

screen on the object or person you want to be in focus. 

Keep the background far away from the subject if you want it to be blurred. 

 

 Image sensor - the bigger the better. A bigger sensor will give a clearer picture, reduce noise, film 

better in low light and allow more out-of-focus areas (blur / 'bokeh') in the background. You cannot 

adjust this, it is hardware built into any camera. Most smartphone sensors typically measure just 1/2.55 

inches or about 1cm across, although some are larger at 1/1.7 inches and above. 

 

 Focal length - wide angle, standard angle or telephoto (zoomed in). On a mobile phone camera you can 

not adjust this, we are stuck with a wide angle at a single setting. Do not use the zoom function - see 

later notes. 

 

Composition: 

 

Maintain looking room, watch head room and use the rule of thirds:  

   
 

 

https://thesmartphonephotographer.com/smartphone-aperture/


Avoid camera angles that are low and high - these create 'dwarves and giants'. 

    
 

Look for Foreground/Background separation, and (if video) also good movement. 

   
 

I recommend getting any guide book about photography. 

 

Lighting 

 Use the available natural light to create good but gentle contrast on the front of your subject - perhaps 

at 30 degrees to the side if possible. However, be creative, this is a big area and a subject on it's own. 

 Use a simple reflector to add lighting on to dark areas, make one yourself using foil or a large white 

sheet of paper on card, or buy one such as this https://www.amazon.co.uk/Neewer-Translucent-

Collapsible-Reflector-Photography/dp/B002ZIMEMW/ or http://www.phot-r.com/p51-150200.html 

 You could also use cheap portable flood lights and attach aluminium foil to adjust the light and thin 

tissue paper to soften it eg. https://www.amazon.co.uk/Sealey-LED108C-Rechargeable-Floodlight-

Lithium-ion/dp/B009ZS25HE  or https://www.toolstation.com/led-twin-tripod-work-light-ip65-

240v/p88766  or https://cpc.farnell.com/pro-elec/pel00949/50w-led-work-light/dp/LA07328 

 

PHOTO EDITING: 

This is a big area in itself and can't be covered in this workshop.  

Some good apps on mobile phones, both for iPhone and Android: 

 Snapseed  

 Photoshop Express 

 Adobe Lightroom 

 

4. Extra tips for video 

 

Shutter speed - for video this is usually set to 1/60  because usually the standard setting for smartphone 

video recording is at 30fps (the North-America and Japan NTSC system). For PAL (UK) video is recorded at 

25fps so then you would set the shutter speed to 1/50. Higher numbers (faster shutter) is good for fast 

movement like sport but reduces the light. 

 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Neewer-Translucent-Collapsible-Reflector-Photography/dp/B002ZIMEMW/
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Neewer-Translucent-Collapsible-Reflector-Photography/dp/B002ZIMEMW/
http://www.phot-r.com/p51-150200.html
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Sealey-LED108C-Rechargeable-Floodlight-Lithium-ion/dp/B009ZS25HE
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Sealey-LED108C-Rechargeable-Floodlight-Lithium-ion/dp/B009ZS25HE
https://www.toolstation.com/led-twin-tripod-work-light-ip65-240v/p88766
https://www.toolstation.com/led-twin-tripod-work-light-ip65-240v/p88766
https://cpc.farnell.com/pro-elec/pel00949/50w-led-work-light/dp/LA07328


Mobile camera apps for video: 

 Filmic Pro  https://www.filmicpro.com/filmicpro/ 

 Open Camera (Android)  https://opencamera.sourceforge.io/ 

 Mavis (Apple)  https://www.shootmavis.com/ 

 Proshot  https://www.riseupgames.com/proshot 

 

Recording Sound with your video (and for sound-only recording): 

VERY important, but also difficult with a mobile phone. Options: 

 Use internal mic on phone camera, some phone cameras have good mics but the camera needs to be 

close to the speaking person or the sound. 

 Record sound with external microphone and audio recorder simultaneously, then synchronise ('sync') 

them in the editing if you are able to. This is the best option for really good sound. You could use a 

ZOOM recorder like the ZOOM H1N, H2N or H4N.  

 Record sound with second mobile phone close to the speaker or sound and sync them in the edit. This 

OK if the speaker is far from the camera and you don't have another microphone. 

 Plug a lavelier / lapel mic or a 'video mic' into the mobile phone. If the mic has a TRRS audio plug on it 

this will work fine - here are two examples:  

o Rode Smartlav+ http://www.rode.com/microphones/smartlav-plus 

o BOYA BY-M1 https://www.amazon.co.uk/Lavalier-Microphone-Smartphone-Canon-

Camera/dp/B00MPDYGBE/ 

 
 If the external mic only has a normal stereo ('TRS') plug on it, then this can only work if you use a TRS to 

TRRS adapter like the RØDE SC4 https://www.amazon.co.uk/R%C3%98DE-SC4-iPhone-Accessory-

Black/dp/B00L6C8PN0/ 

 
 The problem then is if you wanrt to monitor the sound with some headphones as well you will need a 

splitter like this one: https://www.amazon.co.uk/UGREEN-Microphone-Compatible-Controller-

Smartphone-Black/dp/B073ZCWDZY/ 

https://www.filmicpro.com/filmicpro/
https://opencamera.sourceforge.io/
https://www.shootmavis.com/
https://www.riseupgames.com/proshot
http://www.rode.com/microphones/smartlav-plus
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Lavalier-Microphone-Smartphone-Canon-Camera/dp/B00MPDYGBE/
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Lavalier-Microphone-Smartphone-Canon-Camera/dp/B00MPDYGBE/
https://www.amazon.co.uk/R%C3%98DE-SC4-iPhone-Accessory-Black/dp/B00L6C8PN0/
https://www.amazon.co.uk/R%C3%98DE-SC4-iPhone-Accessory-Black/dp/B00L6C8PN0/
https://www.amazon.co.uk/UGREEN-Microphone-Compatible-Controller-Smartphone-Black/dp/B073ZCWDZY/
https://www.amazon.co.uk/UGREEN-Microphone-Compatible-Controller-Smartphone-Black/dp/B073ZCWDZY/


 
 Good external mics: 

o Rode VideoMic Pro http://www.rode.com/microphones/videomicpro 

o Rodelink wireless kit http://www.rode.com/wireless/filmmaker 

o Rode Wireless GO https://wigo.rode.com/ 

o Rode Lavalier GO https://www.rode.com/microphones/lavaliergo 

o Rode Smartlav+ http://www.rode.com/microphones/smartlav-plus 

o Also BOYA has been reported to be good at a much lower price, such as: BOYA BY-WM4 PRO 

Wireless https://www.amazon.co.uk/Compact-Wireless-Lavalier-Microphone-

Smartphones/dp/B07XBS9Q61 and the BOYA BY-M1 Lavalier Microphone 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Lavalier-Microphone-Smartphone-Canon-

Camera/dp/B00MPDYGBE/ 

o Sennheiser are better quality but more expensive. 

 RECORDING LEVELS: 

o Automatic levels have problems. Normally your smartphone will use automatic levels, when 

there is no talking then the background sound and noise increases. 

o Manual levels can be achieved with professional video-camera apps but only if your camera 

supports them - not all cameras do. That is another reason to use an external recorder for 

professional sounding audio. 

 If this is an important filming session, even if you are recording in the smartphone I would always 

record a duplicate using a separate audio recorder close to the subject as a back-up. 

 The ZOOM F1 recorder with the ZOOM SGH-6 mic is great because it can record internally as well as act 

like a video mic https://www.zoom-na.com/products/field-video-recording/field-recording/zoom-f1-

field-recordershotgun-mic-0 

 

 

What NOT to do: 

 Avoid using the camera Zoom feature because it only crops the video instead of optically zooming 

which means you are losing resolution and clarity/sharpness of the picture, and gaining horrible 

pixellation / jagged edges. Good cameras can use their clever internal software to counteract the loss 

of resolution but only up to about 1.5x zoom, and usually only if you use their own native camera app. 

 Avoid clutter or equipment in the frame / shot, either remove it or change the angle or reposition the 

subject. 

 With a smartphone you are stuck with a wide angle causing problems when you don't want too much 

detail in the background. If the camera has a wide aperture then keep the subject as far from the 

background as possible so that the background it a little out of focus, or create a composition where 

the background looks good. 

 Avoid a darkened or silhouette or over-exposed blow-out areas of the subject which can occur if the 

exposure is on automatic. 

 

http://www.rode.com/microphones/videomicpro
http://www.rode.com/wireless/filmmaker
https://wigo.rode.com/
https://www.rode.com/microphones/lavaliergo
http://www.rode.com/microphones/smartlav-plus
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Compact-Wireless-Lavalier-Microphone-Smartphones/dp/B07XBS9Q61
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Compact-Wireless-Lavalier-Microphone-Smartphones/dp/B07XBS9Q61
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Lavalier-Microphone-Smartphone-Canon-Camera/dp/B00MPDYGBE/
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Lavalier-Microphone-Smartphone-Canon-Camera/dp/B00MPDYGBE/
https://www.zoom-na.com/products/field-video-recording/field-recording/zoom-f1-field-recordershotgun-mic-0
https://www.zoom-na.com/products/field-video-recording/field-recording/zoom-f1-field-recordershotgun-mic-0

